
Fast Facts

It’s not just about technology, it’s about meeting your unique business goals.

Managed Workplace 10 is a completely new platform that radically changes the way that an RMM 
helps drive profitability for your business

aVG ManaGed WoRkplace® 10

easIeR deployMent
From our new 5-click onboarding to standardized service delivery, it’s all about helping 
you provide increased uptime, stability and security to your customers.

BusIness alIGnMent
We’ve taken the familiar reactive, proactive and fixed-fee service models that you use 
to deliver your services and integrated them directly into Managed Workplace.

actIon-Based dashBoaRds
Our Single pane of glass dashboard now conveys more information more quickly and 
the action-based approach lets you deliver service faster and more effectively.

executIon schedules
Easily control what happens and when. Balance the maintenance desired with the 
uptime required.
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service plan Model aligns with your Business
Many MSPs offer service plans such as Reactive, Proactive and Fixed-Fee. These service plans allow you to 
meet the different needs of different customers. We all know that one-size does NOT fit all, so multiple 
plans may be needed to map to multiple customers.

Easily choose the collection of services that match your customers’ needs, appetite for downtime and budget.

standardization delivers efficiencies.
Standardized deployment helps ensure fast, accurate and complete deployment. Standardization 
increases uptime, stability and security.

Use this service model to deliver standardized service offerings right out-of-the-box. Easily turn on/off 
services as required, or create new services as needed.
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When it comes to creating a site, we give you the flexibility to manage a site with a site plan, or apply 
plans to individual groups of devices. 

Use the plans out-of-the-box, or turn individual services off or on as customers’ needs dictate.
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Easily create your own service plan to cover a group of devices within a site to deliver enhanced service to 
your customers. Managed Workplace 10 is an all new, simplified and centrally planned service delivery 
platform that changes everything.

all new graphical display
Managed Workplace 10 has an all-new graphical display that provides insight and clarity into a site. Easily 
see what is working and what is not. 
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If something needs attention, like Patch Management, a single click takes you to the right screen.

execution schedules
Delivering service and increasing uptime can often be a challenge. The new Execution Schedule lets you 
easily modify schedules to balance maintenance and uptime. Set the schedule that best suits the 
customer needs.
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new services sidebar
Information is king. Getting to that information can sometimes be distracting. Managed Workplace 10 
now includes a services sidebar. Now you can bring up a services summary from any screen that supplies 
information at your fingertips.
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